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C U B I C C U R V E S RELATED T O A Q U A D R A N G L E
H.S.M. Coxeter, F.R.S.C.

By counting the number of terms in the general cubic polynomial in x.y,z,

we see

that a unique cubic curve can usually be drawn through 9 coplanar points, and a 'pencil'
(oo 1 ) of cubic curves through 8. An exceptional situation arises when the 9 points are the
3 x 3 intersections of two such curves, say {7 = 0 and V = 0 ; for then the 9 points lie on
all the curves of the pencil U + XV = 0 , which is the pencil determined by any 8 of the 9.
Thus eight points of general position determine a ninth 'associated' point, nud the same
pencil is determined by any eight of these nine associated poinU. One example consists
of the vertices of a triangle ABC

along with the incentre / , the excentres Ia, /& , Ie ,

and any two isogonal conjugate points such as the circumcentre O and the orthocentre
H, or Fencelet's circular points at infinity, which will be seen to have surprisingly simple
trilinear coordinates.

1. Projective G e o m e t r y
In a projective plane, any four points, no three collinear, are the vertices of a quadrangle and may be taken to have homogeneous coordinates
(1-1)

(1. ± 1 , ±1)

so that the quadrangle's 'diagonal triangle' is the triangle of reference
(1-2)

(1, 0, 0)

(0, 1, 0)

(0, 0, 1)

(Coxeter 1992, pp. 180, 190). The quadrangle determines n pencil (or 'one-parameter
family') of conies
uz 2 + uy2 + «iz2 = 0 ,

u + u + ti> = 0
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all passing through the four vertices. There is one such conic for each point (u,u,ti>) on
the line
x+y+z

= 0.

With respect to such a conic, the condition for (x, y, z) and ix',y',z')

to be conjugate

points is
uxx' + vyy' + wzz'

= 0.

Hence, if
xx' = yy' = zz'
those two points are conjugate with respect to every conic in the pencil. In the terminology
of Baker (1943. p. 56) they are conjugate with respect to the quadrangle. Such conjugacy
yields an involutory 'quadratic transformation' (Todd 1946, p. 198) wliich takes each point
(x, y, z) to {yz, zx, xy) , and each Une to a conic circumscribing the triangle of reference.
It foUows that the locus of pairs of conjugate points whose joins pass through a fixed
point (p, q, r) is the cubic curve
p
q
r
x y z
yz zx xy

= 0

or
(1.3)

px(y2 - z3) + qyiz3 -x3)+

rz(:r2 - y 2 ) = 0

(Rubiu 1989. p. 165), which passes through seven further fixed points, (1.1) and (1.2).
Since the last four of these seven points are jel/-conjugate, the four lines joining them
to {p,q, r) are are tangents. Similarly, the four tangents
cy = rz,

rr=pz,

pi = çy ,

(î 2 - r2)pa: + ( r 2 - p 2 ) g y + (p2 - (j2)r2 = 0 ,

H.S.M. Coxeter
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at (1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,1), (p, 9, r ) , aU pass through the point

T = (p-^-V-') .
conjugate to (p, q, r).
Since there is one such cubic curve for each point ip,q,r)

in tbe plane, there is

altogether a bundle of oo 2 cubic curves through those seven points: a special case of the
bundle through seven points of general position. Our bundle is reduced to a pencil (oo1 )
when (p, q, r) is restricted to Ue on a fixed Une E. Then the nine associated points that
lie on all the curves of the pencil consist of the above-mentioned seven along with the two
conjugate points on £ . In other words, any two conjugate points form, with the seven, a
set of nine associated points.

2. Euclidean Geometry
In the case of (homogeneous) trilinear coordinates in the EucUdean.plane, the four
points
(1, 1, 1),

( - 1 , 1, 1),

(1, - 1 . 1),

(1, 1, - 1 )

are the incentre and excentres of the triangle of reference, and 'conjugates' are i.io^onal
conjugates (Eddy and Wilker 1992). Although E may be any line, two positions are
especially interesting.
If £ is the fine at infinity [a, b, c] or (sin A, sin B, sin C), so that ap + bq + cr = 0 ,
the last two of the nine associated points are Poncelet's circular points at infinity, and we
have a pencil of 'circular' cubic curves. If, on the other hand, E is the Euler line, the last
two of the nine are the circumcentre and the orthocentre,
(cos A, cosB, cosC)

and

(secA, secB, secC)
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(Coxeter 1992, p. 196).
The one common member of these two pencils is the Neuberg cubic, for which we can
compute the values of p,g,r in (1.3) by making them satisfy both the equations
p sinA + g sinB + r sinC = 0
and
p sin2i4 s\n{B -C)

+ q s i n 2 5 sin(C - A) + r sin2C sin(A - B) = 0 .

EUminating r sin C , we find
0 =p sin2A s i n ( f l - C ) + q sia2B s i n ( C - A ) - 2(p sinA + q siaB) cosC s i n ( A - B )
=p sin A{ - cos(B + C) sin(B - C) + cos(A + B) sin(A + qsmB{-

B)}

cos(C + A) 8in(C - A) + cos(A + B) 8in(A - B)} ,

p sinA{2 sin2B - sin2C - sin2A} = q sinB{2 sin2A - Bm2B - sin2C} ,
p{2 cosB - cos(C - A)} = 9(2 cos A - cos(B - C)} ,
p(cosB - 2 cosC coSi4) = g(cos A - 2 cosB cosC).
Thus we may choose
p = c o S i 4 - 2 cosB c o s C ,

q = cosB-2

cosC cos A

and similarly
r = cosC —2 cos A cosJ5 .
This Neuberg cubic (Neuberg 1885, Brown 1925) contains surprisingly many notable
points in addition to A,B,C,I,Ia,h,Ie,0,H
contains A',B',C',

the images of A,B,C

and the circular points; for instance, it
by reflection in BC,

CA,

A B , and the six

points Ai, Bi, Ci, A2, Bt, C2 which form equilateral triangles with BC,

CA,

AB

H.S.H. Coxeter
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(see Figure 1). Further points on the same curve were observed by Moore ic Neelley (1925,
p. 242) and by Cundy (1994). Since ip,q,r)

is the point at infinity on the Euler line, the

real asymptote of the curve is paraUel to that line. Brown (1925, pp. 112, 114) proved
that these two Unes are parallel also to the cubic's tangents at / , 7 a , / 6 , / e , and that its
tangents at A,B,C

are TA, TB,

TC, vhere T lies on the circumcircle ABC and also

on the cubic itself and its asymptote.
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FIGURE 1.

The Neuberg cubic

Some work of Robson (1947, p. 180) suggests that the circular points have the surprisingly simple trilinear coordinates
ieiBi,

e*M,

-1).
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Since a cosB + 6 cosA = c and a sinB — 6 sin A = 0 , it is clear that these coordinates
satisfy both the equations

ax + by + cz = 0

and

«x-1 + ty-1 + cz-1 = 0

for the line at infinity and the circumcircle of ABC (Coxeter 1992, p. 195).
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A N O T E TO EQUILIBRIA FOR {/-MAJORIZED PREFERENCES

XIAN-ZIII YUAN

Pieàeitted by G.f.V. VuU, F.R.S.C.
Abstract! The purpose of this note is to give a general existence theorem of maximal
elements for a new type of preference conespondences which are {/-majorized. As an application, an existence theorem of equilibria for a qualitative game is obtained in which the
preferences are {/-majorized with an arbitrary (countable or uncountable) set of players
and without compactness assumption un their domains in Hausdorff locally convex topological vector spaces. Finally, we obtain an existence theorem of equilibria for generalized
games in wliich the iiitorsectiuii uf cuiistraiiit nnd preference mappings turc {/-majorized
mul the set of players is any (nmntnblr or iinruuntnblc) set.
1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
The objective of this note is to give some existence theorems of maximal elements and
equiUbria iu qualitative games and generalized games without the compactness (or paracompactness) assumption on the domain of the preferences which are majorized by upper
semicontinuous correspondences instead of being majorized by conespondences which have
lower open sections (e.g. see (3-4. 6. S-9. 15-21) etc). Our intention is to merely illustrate
n certain technique that wc think will be of use in various problems of mathematical economics. Many other results of the typo proved here may be proved under more general
conditions.
Now we give sonic notions. Let .4 be a set, we shall denote by 2A the family of all
subsets (including flic empty subset <i) uf .4. If .4 is n subset uf a topological spnce X, we
shall denote by c/.v(A) the closure of .4 iu X. It A is a subset of a vector space, we shall
denote by co.4 the convex hull of .4. If .4 is a non-empty subset of a topological vector space
E and S.T : A -* 2E nre correspondences, then coT, TnS: A — 2E are correspondences
defined by {coT){x) = coTir) and ( T n S M r ) = r ( j - ) n 5 ( x ) for each x € A. respectively.
If X and Y are topological spaces nnd 7" : A' —• 2' is a correspondence, then ( 1 ) T is said
to be upper semicontinuous at x € .Y if for any open subset U of Y containing T(i), the
set [z € A" : T{:) C U] is an open neighborhood of x in A'; (2) T is upper semicontinuous
(on A') if T is upper semicontinuous at r for each x € X; (3) the Graph of T, denoted by
GrapMT), is the set {{x,y) 6 .Y x Y : y 6 T ( x ) ) ; (4) the conespondence T : X -* 2Y
1991 MATHEMATICS SUBJECT CLASSIFICATION: 4TII04. 4TN10, S2A07, MAN, 90006.
KEY WORDS: M-mniorited. upper ( lower) seniicoiittnuni». mnxinml element, equilibrium, qualitative
game, generalized game.
Typeset by ^VwS-lbX
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is defined by TU) = (j/ 6 V : {x.y) 6 c/.v x vGraph(r)) (here, the set c/.vxvGrapMT) »s
called the adherence of the Graph T) and (5) the correspondence clT : .Y - • 2^ is defined
by clT{x) = CIY{T{X)) for each a; 6 .Y. It is east to see that c/r(*) C ^ ( i ) for each x 6 .Y.
We remark here that in defining the upper semicontinuity of T at x € A', we do not require
that T{r) be non-empty. According to the definition of adherence of the Graph T, it is
easy to see if the iiinppiug T has «•onvox values, then T also hns closed convex values.
Let A' be a topological space, F be a non-empty subset of a vector space E,0 : X -* E
be a ma]) and </> : X -* 2V be a conespondence. Then (1) ^ is sud to be of class {/« if (a)
for each x € X. 8{x) $ 0(x) and (b) <t> is upper semicontinuous with closed and convex
values in V; (2) o r is a {/«-majorant of o at x if there is a open neighborhood N(x) of x
iu X and or : -V(j-) - • 2V' such that (a) for each r 6 N{x), ^(:) C ^ U ) and 6{z) # <i>z{z)
nnd (b) o , is upper semicontinuous with closed and convex values; (3) <f> is said to be
{/«-luajoristed if for each x € X with à{x) ^ 0, there exists a {/«-majorant <l>t ot 4> at
x. We remark that when A* = }' nnd B = lx, the identity map on -Y, our notions of
n {/«-majorant of o at r and a {/«-majorized correspondence are generalization of upper
semicontinuoiis foirespondences which arc irrcHexivc (i.e., x $ (b{x) for all i € .Y) and
have closed convex values.
In this paper, we shall deal mainly with either the case (I) .Y = Y and is a non-empty
convex subset of the topological vector space E and 6 = Ix, the identity map on .Y, or the
case (II) X = Hie/A',- and 9 = ITJ : X —» Xjis the projection of .Y onto .Y) and Y = Xj
is a non-empty convex subset of a topological vector space. In both cases (I) and (II), we
shall write U in place of {/«.
Let / be a (countable or uncountable) set of players. A generalized game is a family f = (Xi\Ai.Bi;Pi)içi
of quadruples {Xi;Ai,Bi;Pi) where for each i € / , -Yj is a
topological space. Ai.Bi : X := IljeiXj —» 2-Vi are constraint correspondences and
Pi : X —» 2-V' is a preference coirespondence. Following Tan and Yuan |16|: an equilibrium point for F is a point x' € A' such that for each < g / , x* = ~i(x*) € Di(x')
and .4,(J-') n P,(xm) = <i where ir, : .Y -• .Y, is the projection. We remark that when
/},(.!•*) = «•/.v.^ilx* | (wliich is the case when Di has a closed graph in .Y x A',-; iu particular, when rlxiBi is upper semicontinuous with closed values) for each t € / , our
definition of equilibrium points for a generalized game coincides with that of Borglin and
Keiding |4]. Let Ai{x) = J5i(x) = A'j for each x € X. then generalized game is a family
F = (A*j;.4j,f7j:Pj)jg; is also called qualitative game (e.g., see Gale and Mas-Colell (9)).
For each i 6 / . lot .4j be a non-empty subset of A',-; if i 6 / is arbitrarily fixed, we define:
nj*i.i<-iAj 0 A, = {.r = [xihei € -Y : xt G At for each k € I).
2. Existence of Maximal Elements
Wc first need the following two Lemmas:
Lemma 2.1. Let X and Y be two topological spaces, .4 be a closed (respectively,
open) subset of .Y. Suppose F| : A' -• 2Y, Fj : .4 -» 2Y are lower semicontinuous
(respectively, upper seiiiicoiitintious) such that Fj(x) C Fi(x) for all x € A. Then the map
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F : ,Y - • 2 V defined bv

Ff ) = lFllx)'

lF,(x).

ifX

^- 4 :

ifxgA

is also lower semicontinuous (respectively, upper semicontinuous).
The following results is essentially due to Hildenbrand (10, p.23-24] (see also [13,
Theorem 7.3.10, p.86]):
L e m m a 2.2. Let X be a topological space and K be a normal space. If F, G : A —»
2Y have closed values and are upper semicontinuous at x 6 A', then F f l G is also upper
semicontinuous at x.
We remark here that in Lemma 2.2, we do not require F(x) n G(x) ^ 0.
T h e o r e m 2.3. Let A' be a paracompact space and Y be a non-empty normal subset
of a topological vector space E. Let 9 : X -* E and P : X -* 2Y \ (0) be {/-majorized.
Then there exists a correspondence 9 : X -* 2Y \ {0} of class U such that P ( i ) C *(x)
for each x 6 .Y.
Proof: Since P is {/-majorized, for each x 6 A , let iV(x) be an open neighborhood
of x in .Y and <&, : ^ ( x ) - • 2 V \ {0} be such that (1) for each z 6 ^ ( x ) , P ( r ) C <M«)
and 9{:) $ il;{:) nnd (2) t/1, is upper semicontinuous with closed and convex values. Since
X is paracompact and X = Ure.viV(x), by Theorem VIII.1.4 (7, p.162), the open covering
[N{x)) of.Y has an open precise neighborhood-finite refinement {N'{T)).
For each* 6 A ,
define i/'i : A' - 2Y \ (0) by
„ ,
'•'A''

/«M-l.
ll',

ifsGAr'(x);
if^iV'(x),

then tt'i is also upper semicontinuous on A' by Lemma 2.1 such that P ( ; ) C i/'U2) ^or e a c ' 1
: € A'.
Now define * : A' - . 2 V \ (0) by * ( ; ) = n r 6 . v 0 i ( s ) for each r 6 -Y. Clearly, *
has closed and convex values and P{:) C * U ) for each z € X. Let ; 6 A be given, then
; 6 iV'(x) for some x € A so that v't{z) = *,{:) and hence * ( : ) C i M - ) ; as e{z) $ ^ . ( z ) ,
wc must also have that 9{z) i * ( r ) . Thus 9{z) $. * ( : ) for all z € -Y.
Now we shall show that * is upper semicontinuous. For any given u g .Y, then
there exists an open neighborhood Ma of u such that the set {x € -Y : Jlf,, fl Nix) $
0) is finite, say = { x ( u . l ) , - - ,x(«.n(u))). Thus we have that *(w) = n i e x * i ( w ) =
n
^i" ) V•i (Ki i)(«•) for all ii- € A/„. By Lemma 2.2. * : A -» 2 V is upper semicontinuius at u.
Hence "t is of clnss {/. D
We now prove the following theorem concerning the existence of a maximal element:
T h e o r e m 2.4. Let A" be a non-empty convex subset of a Hausdorlf locally convex
topological vector space and D be a non-empty compact subset of X. Let P : A —• 2 be
{/-majorized (i.e.. {/fv-majorized). Then there exists n point .r e eoD such that P(x) = 0.
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Proof: Suppose the contrary, i.e., fur all x € coD, P(x) ji 0. Then for each x 6 coD,
P{x) £ 0 and coD is also paracompact by Lemma 1 of |9, p.2G6] (see also [14, p.49|). Now
applying Tlicurem 2.3. there exists n correspondence * : coD -» 2 ° of class U such that
for each x e coD, P(x) c *(x). Since * is upper semicontinuous with non-empty closed
nnd convex values, by a fixed point Theorem of Himmelberg [11, Theorem 2, p.206], there
exists x € roD such that x e *(.T). This contradicts that * is of class {/. Hence the
conclusion must holds. D

3. Existence of Equilibria in Locally Convex spaces
In this section, as an application of Theorem 2.4, we shall first give an exiatence
of equilibria of quiditative games in which the preferences are {/-majorized. FinaUy, an
existence tlieorcm of equilibria of generalized games iu which the set of players is any
(countable or iiiiroimtable) set is obtained.
Theorem 3 . 1 . Let F = (A'j, Pj ) l €; be a qualitative game such that for each i 6 /:
(a) A', is a nun-empty convex subset of n Hausdorff locally convex topological vector space
£ j and D, is a nonempty compact subset of -Y,; (b) the set F* = {x € A : P,(x) ^ 0) is
open in X; (c) P, : F ' -» 2°' is {/-majorized; (d) there exists a non-empty compact and
convex subset F, of D, such that Fj n P,(x) # 0 for each x € F*.
Then there exists a point x 6 A such that PJ(XJ) = 0 for all i € /.
Proof:
Since D, is a non-empty compact subset of A'j for each i e / . the set
D = Iljg/I», is also n non-empty compact subset of X. Now for each x € -Y, let /(x) =
{» 6 / : P,(x) / 0). Define a correspondence P : A' - • 2 ° by
P(x) = /

n , €/ u , P ( , : ,

10,

' •

•

'f7'1)?40:

if/(x)=0,

where P/fx) = n ^ t . ; e / F i Q Pj(x) for each x 6 A .
Then for each x € A with /(x) ? 0. P(x) / 0. Let x 6 A be such that P(x) j4 0.
Fix an i € /(x). By assumption (c), there exist mi open neighborhood Nix) of x in E'
and tn: ;V(x) - . 2U- such that (i) for each i € N{x), P,{z) C 9iiz) and ir,(s) ^ ^{z) and
(ii) 4ti is upper seiiiiruiitiniiuus with closed and convex values. Note that by (b), Nix) is
also an open neighborhood of x in A and for each î 6 Nix), Pj(r) ^ 0 so that t € / ( z ) for
each s 6 A'(x). Now tvo define * , : A'(x) -» 2 ° by * x ( c ) = I X ^ . ^ / F j ® 4>i{z) tor each
c € N{x). It is easy to see that * , is an {/-majorant of P at x. Thua P is {/-majorized.
Now by Theorem 2.4, there exists a point x € coD C -Y such that P(x) = 0 which implies
that Pj(x) = 0 for all / € /. D
The following is an existence theorem of equilibrium points for generalized games in
which the interseition uf constraint nnd preference correspondences are {/-majorized.
Theorem 3.2. Let G = (A.;.4j,B,.Pj)j €/ be a generalized game where / is any
(countable or uncountable) set of players such that

X.-Z. Yuan
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(a) for each t € / , -Yj is a non-empty convex subset of a locally convex Hausdorff
topological vector space Ej and Dt is a non-empty compact subset of AJ;
(b) for each t 6 / aud for each x € -Y, A|(«) is non-empty, Ai(x) C Biix) and B.-fx)
is convex;
(c) for each i € / , the set E' = (x € A : (A,- fl Pj)(x) / 0) is paracompact and open
in A;
(d) for each i € / , >lj n Pj is {/-majorized ;
(e) for each t € / , B^x) C Dj for each x € X,
Then G has an equilibrium point in .Y. i.e., there exists a point x = (îi)ie/ € -Y such that
for each t € / , x,- e ^ ( x ) and Aj(x) D Pj(x) = 0.
Proof: Let D = n, e ;Di. Then 17 is a non-empty compact subset of X by (a).
Define a mapping B : X -* 2D by B{x) = n, C fSj(x) for each x e A . then B is upper
semicontinuous since B{X) = [JtçxB{x) c D and 5 has a closed graph. For each i € / .
Let /o = { « €/ : F V 0}. If/„ = 0. then F' = 0 for all i g / so that (.4jnPj)(x) = 0 for all
x g A'. Ou the other hand, since B is upper semicontinuous with closed nnd convex values
tm A. By Theorem 2 of Himmelberg [11, p.206], there exists x g X such that x g F(x).
It follows that Xj g .Di(x) for all i g / and hence x is an equilibrium point of Ç. Therefore
we may assume that Io / 0.
Case 1: Suppose i g Io. Note that E' is paracompact by (c), and by (d) and Lemma
2, there exists an upper semicontinuous mapping rpi : E' -* 2 Y i \ {0} such that for each x g
E*, {i) tl'iix) is closed and convex, (ii) irj(x) ^ tMx) and (iii) .4j(i)nPi(x) C 0,(x). Since
Di : A —» 2°' \ (0) is upper semicontinuous with closed and convex values, the mapping
(.'•j D Pj : F' —• 2°' \ (0) is also upper semicontinuous with non-empty closed and convex
values by Theorem 7.3.10 of Klein and Thompson [13, p.80). Define a conespondence
ti, : A - . 2°' \ (0) by
(Wi{x).
itxiE';
0i(x) = (
I (0.nP,)(x),
if x g F ' .
Then Lemma 2.1 implies that ipt is upper semicontinuous with non-empty closed and
convex values.
Case 2: Suppose i Ç I\IQ. Define a correspondence * : A' - • 2 D • \ {0} by ^j = Bî(x)
for each x g A*. Then o is upper semicoiitinuous with non-empty compact and convex
values.
Now we define a correspondence * : A' -» 2D by *(x) = njç/^i(x) for each x g A.
Then $ is also upper semicontinuous and has non-empty compact and convex values. Since
*(x) C B{x) C D tor each x g A', Himmelberg's fixed fixed point theorem again (e.g., see
Theorem 2 of [11, p.206]) implies that there exists a point x g A such that x g * ( i ) . It
follows that rj(x) g Pj(x) for all i g /; and also x £ F' for all t g Io. Hence we also have
/Mr) n Pi(x) = 0 for all / g 7. D
For the existence of equilibria of abstract economies (or generalized games) in which
preferences are not {/-majorized in topological vector spaces or locally convex topological
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vector spaces, we refer to [1-9, 8-9, 12, 15-21] and the references wherein,
A C K N O W L E D G E M E N T : The author would Uke thank Professor K, K. Tan for
many helpful discussions.
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On real polynomial forms and inequalities related to triangles
M. T. McGregor and A. C. Thompson
Pteâeitted by P.A. Fltbnonz,

F.R.S.C.

Abstract
This note establishes the following inequalities. If x,y,r > 0 and if i + i/ + r = 1 then
2j>( 1 - 2p , ) 1/2 -p* <xy + yz + zx<{l

+ Op1)/*

where p = (iyr) l / 2 .
AMS Subject Clnssincntion: 26D05 (5IM16).

1

Introduction

The purpose of this note is to establish certain inequalities for the expression
5 3 yz := yz+zx

+ xy

subject to the condition that j ; « := x+y+z = I. Here *,y and z are nonnegative real numbers
and the bounds involve the product xyz. In what follows we make use of the convention just
outlined that ]£ means tiiat we sum over each of the three variables.
The prototypes for snrh inequalities arc

53î,.>>/3(i!,--)'

O

and

J^yz<{2 + ^*yz)n.

(2)

The first, in its homogeneous form valid for all real *, y and z
{yz + zx + xy)7 > 3{xyz){x + y + z).
is well-known and is equivalent to the Finslcr-lladwiger inequality (5|, (1,10.3]
4A? > v/3A,

(3)
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where A denotes the area of triangle ABC with sides a = y + z,b=z

+ x, c = x + y and Ai

is the area of a triangle with sides y/S, y/b, y/c. Using Heron's formula it is immediate that
A 2 = xyz{x + y+z)

and straightforward to check that 4Aj = xy + yz + xx. There are a

number of inequalities related to triangles which are equivalent to (3), see (7, p.ll4j. In fact,
J.F.Rigby (8) has shown how any inequality involving three non-negative numbers x,y,z may
be transformed into 6 related inequalities for triangles by asequence of substitutions beginning
with the one above. In dealing with inequalities for triangles it is customary to set the semiperimeter a = (a + 6 + c)/2 = z + y + x equal to 1 as was indicated initially. With this condition
the arithmetic-geometric mean (AM-GM) inequality implies that
xyz < 1/27.

(4)

It is known (and easily verified) that inequality (2) follows from

E ( l - . * ) • ' > 9/2

(5)

and (5) follows from the arithmetic-harmonic mean inequality applied to I - x, I - y, 1 - z .
To prove inequality (3) and hence ( 1 ) we use a simple "sums of squares of real polynomials"
argument, namely:

(!>-)' - teyz{J2') = 2-' J> 2 (y - z)1 > 0.
II was 1). Hilbert and E. Artin. see [0, pp.57-G0| who made significaiit contribiilions to the
study ofreal forms f f i i . r j

x m ) of degree 2n in the m real variables X|,ij

real coeflicients. Hilbert completely solved the problem: "Is it true that if F{xuxj
for all real x , , i 2

•*,„)> 0

xm then F = £,• / ? . where each Pi = / \ ( i , , x , , . . . . r , n ) is a homogeneous

real polynomial in Xi,*j
(i)

xm with

xra?". Ho showed that the answer is affirmative in just three cases:

m = 2. f of arbitrary even degree, (ii)

m arbitrary, F of degree 2, (iii)

m = 3, F of

degree 4. Furthermore, he showed that in all other cases the answer is negative since there are
real forms of degree 2fi in m variables which are non-negative and yet which do not admit such
a representation. Hence it is unlikely that the inequalities discussed below can be proved in the
same straightforward way as (3). For a good exposition of Hilbert's result, extensions of it. and
concrete examples in the crucial negative cases (m = 3 n = 3, m = 4 n = 2) see Choi and Lam

12).
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J.F.Rigby (8] has given a complete analysis of homogeneous cubic polynomial inequalities in
three variables. He shows that necessary and sufficient conditions for the inequality

* I > 3 + /i J>*(y + z) + rtxyz > 0
to hold for all x, y, r > 0 are A > 0, A + p > 0, X + 2fi + u>Q. Consequently, the homogeneous
cubic inequalities which we use below are all included in the preceding statement. However, we
give independent proofs. In a subsequent work [9], Rigby has also analysed the situation with
homogeneous sextic polynomials in x, y, z. Our results are related to but different from his. The
paper of Choi, Lam and Reznick [3] is a thorough analysis of sextic polynomials in 3 variables.
The InequaUties (a), (b) and (14) below all appear there.
In this paper we shall prove the following sharper upper and lower bounds for J2 V—
J^yz

< (l + 9xyz)/4

(6)

E»3

^ (xyz),/2(2(l-2iyz),/,-(xyc),/2).

(7)

It is easily checked that (1 + 9iyz)/4 < (2+ 9xyz)/7 and 2(1 - 2XVZ)1/2 - (xyz)*/2 > y/ï aie
both equivalent to (4) so that (6) and (7) are indeed Improvements on (2) and (1) respectively.
The inequalities (6), (7) and (11) (see below) were originally established using the Lagrange
multiplier method. The proofs we present are more elementary in that they rely only on sums
of squares of polynomial forms and the AM-GM inequalitv.

2

T h e Proofs of Some Sharper Inequalities for Triangles

(i) Inequality (6)
Since (x + y + z)2 = 1 implies ^ x 2 = 1 - 2 ^ x y it is clear that (6) is equivalent to
£;x2>(l-9xyz)/2.
Consider the non-negative real numbers Ç, i; and Ç. Since ( + q> 2\/&i and similarly for the
other terms, we have

« + »?)('?+C)(C + 0>8^C;

(8)
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i.e. a product is increased by concentrating the terms closer to the mean (keeping the sum
constant). Now replace ( by (x + y - z), ij by (y + z - x) and C hy (z + x - y). Supposing (for
the moment) that all three are non-negative, then
xyz>{x

+ y-z){y+z-x){z

+ x-y).

(9)

However, since at most one of the terms on tbe right can be negative and in that case (9) is
trivial, the inequality is established for all non-negative x, y and z (i.e. a product is decreased
by dispersing the terms away from the mean). Reformulating inequality (9) yields

2(l>,)(E»)+9x»«^I»3
which, with ^ x = 1. becomes

2(X> 2 )^ I" 9 *»*
as required. Inequality (9) (with strict inequality when x,y,z are not all equal) is referred to by
Coxeter (4] as the Lehmus inequality. The article (4| gives a detailed account of the inequality,
its history and its geometrical interpretations.
(ii) Inequality (7)
In our search for a sharper inequality than ( 1) wefirstdiscovered the following homogeneous
sextic inequality:

which, when ^ x = I, can berewrittenas

2 { E I " , ) , + 7(E*" l )-9>8/xyz.

(II)

These inequalities can be established by the same methods as those used below but since (12)
is an improvement of (11) we omit the derivations.
However, a careful examination of inequality (11) resulted in the sharper inequality

(Ei",),+2'Ex",)+9^4/*s*-

( 12 >

In homogeneous form we have the following equivalent sextic inequality

(E ^ ( E ' ) ' + 2 ( E ^)(E *)*»*+9x V** > 4xyz(E *)3.

(13)
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which, when expanded and rearranged, becomes
E ( « V + !rV) + 2 E ' V + 6 x V z 2 > 2xyz(E* 3 ) + 2xyzE(* ? » + y'»)-

O'O

We now prove (14) by summing the following two inequalities:
(a) 2 E « V + 6*V** > 2xyz E(* 7 » + V**).
(6) E ( I V + A * ) > 2 x y z E l 3 To obtain (a) we begin with (9):

a0T>{a + 0-y){0 + it-o){T + a-0)
for non-negative real numbers a.0 and 7. Expand and rearrange to obtain
E ( o ^ + /5M<3ttf7 + E o 3 Now set a = xy, 0= yz and 7 = zx to get
xyz YJ&y + y1*) s

3 i

V«2+E

x

V

which establishes (a). To establish (b) we observe that
x^y 2 + z2) > 2 i V .
Adding this to two similar terms yields

E z V + ^2*vzEi3
and (b) follows. The proof of (14), (13) and (12) ia now complete.
Finally, with E = E J:~, inequality (12) becomes, on completing the square.
( £ ; + l ) 2 + 8>4/xyz;
i.e. (E + I) 2 > 4(1 - 2xyz)/xyz, so that {E+l)>

2(1 - 2Iyz) | / 2 (xyz)- , / 2 and hence

£ = E » " ' ^ 2 (1 " 2xyz) , / 2 (xyz)- ,/2 - 1.
MultipUcation of both sides by xyz completes the proof of (7).
We are grateful to the referee for pointing out references |2), |3| and |4) which we regret not
having been familiar with before.
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Lattice Dicing
R. M. Erdahl and S. S. Ryshkov
P>LU^nt^d by P. Ribenboim, F.R.S.C.
Abstract
A lattice dicing is an arrangement of byperplanes with sufficient
regularity so that the vertices of theresultingpartition form a lattice.
In this note we introduce the notion of lattice dicing and consider
applications to geometry of numbers and integer programming. We
classify the lattice dicings for n < 5.
A D-family Q is an infinite family of equi-spaced parallel hyperplanes
that partitions R n into translationally equivalent slabs. A dicing V =
{&i»&2*"-)(7r} is a finite set of such ZMamilies that dices Rn into convex
sets. In the special case where r = n, and the normal vectors are linearly independent, these convex sets are translationally equivalent parallelepipeds,
and the vertices of the dicing form an n- dimensional lattice T. Gauss gave
such a dual description of a lattice in his 1831 commentary on the thesis of
Seeber, which marks the first application of lattices in a mathematical argument. Wc will therefore refer to these dicings as Gaussian dicings. When
r > n more interesting dicings are formed where the species of polytope is
typicaUy varied. If such a dicing has sufficient regularity so that the vertices
form a lattice (as in the case of the Gaussian dicings), we will refer to it as
a lattice dicing.
The purpose of this note is to introduce the notion of lattice dicing,
and to describe briefly the possible lattice dicings in R", when n < 5.
As a secondary purpose, we point out how the theory of lattice dicings
relates to geometry of numbers and integer programming. Further details
and references can be found in [ER],
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1. Maximal lattice dicings. V a {Gi,Gi,..-,Gr) is a lattice dicing if it is
nondegenerate and vertex regular, where these terms are defined as follows.
1. Among the D-families there are n toith linearly independent normal
vectors,
2. Through each vertex of the dicing there is one hyperplane from each of
the D-families ofV.
The nondegeneracy condition insures that the partition formed by V
includes only (finite) polytopes. The consequences of vertex regularity are
given by the following Theorem.
Theorem 1 Let V bea nondegenerate dicing in R n . IfV is vertex regular,
the vertices VofV form an n-dimensional lattice.
If 1>,X>' are two lattice dicings and V c V, then the partition determined
by V is a refinement of that determined by V. It is easy to show that both
V, V have a common vertex set V. More generally, the lattice dicings can be
ordered by inclusion. Each lattice dicing is contained in a chain that starts
with a Gaussian dicing and ends with a maximal lattice dicing. A maximal
lattice dicing has the property that a D-family cannot be added without
violating the regularity condition. The dicings of a chain are obtained by
removing a succession of D-families from the maximal lattice dicing, and all
have a common vertex set.
The central problem in the theory of lattice dicings is to give, for each
value of n, a complete description of the possible lattice dicings in R", up
to affine. equivalence. By the above comments, this reduces to the problem
of classifying the maximal lattice dicings.
Consider the I

j integer vectors doi = ei, doi = e,...,don =

en.dn = ej-ei,d 1 3 = e3-ei l ...,dn-in = Cn-e,,..! where { e i , e j , . . . , e n }
is the standard basis for R n . For each vector dij let Gij be the D-family of
parallel hyperplanes given by the equations d,, • x = z, z 6 Z, and define
2Mn)= {GotiGo2,--.,Sn-ln}.
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Theorem 2 For n > 2, Pi(n) ts a maxima/ iattice dicing with lattice Z",
Moreover, any lattice dicing in Rn tm'iA ( " Q

j D-families of parallel

hyperplanes is affinely equivalent to Z>i(n), and there are no lattice dicings
with a greater number of D-families.
Theorem 3 For n = 2,3 any mazimai iattice dicinjr is affinely equivalent
io Z>i(n). For n = 4 there are two affine classes of maximal lattice dicings:
Pi(4) with 10 D-families and Pj(4) with 9 D- families. Forn = 5 there
are four affine classes: 2?i(5) with IS D-families, I>J(5), I)|(5) with 12 Dfamilies and 2>£(5) with 10 D-families.
A complete description of the dicings Z>2(4), 2)|(5), ^ ( S ) , I>|(5) can be
found in [ER].
2. Afflne equivalence. In studying lattice dicings it is convenient to invoke
affine equivalence and assume that the vertices ofthe dicing are given by Z".
Then the normal vectora to the D-families Gi can be taken to be primitive
integer vectors d,-, and the dicing V can be represented by an integer matrix
V = [di,d,

dr]

where the columns are the dicing vectors tor V . The D-families Gi are then
given by d,- • x = z, z 6 Z, as in the case of the dicing X'I(R). A dicing
matrix satisfies the foUowing three conditions:
1. There must he n linearly independent vecton among the dicing vectors;
2. The nth order minors ofV have modulus 0 or 1;
3. Each pair of columns ofV is linearly independent.
The first two conditions are equivalent to requiring that the dicing be nondegenerate and vertex regular. The third Insures that each D-family is
represented by a single dicing vector. The matrix representation of a dicing
is not unique, since arbitrary permutations of the dicing vectors, or replacing one or more- by their negatives produces additional representations of
the same dicing. The matrix of a maximal dicing has the property that
a column cannot be added without violating the second or third of these
conditions.
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3. The L-types of lattices. The L-polytopes of a lattice T form a facet
to facet partition of R n , called an L-partition, and are defined as foUows: a
polytope with vertices in r is an L-polytope if it can be circumscribed by an
empty sphere. By an empty sphere we mean a sphere with no elements of F
in its interior. In his 1S09 memoir on nouvelles applications des paramètres
continus à la théorie des formes quadratiques [Vor], Voronoi estabUshed a
fundamental relationship between the affine structure of L- partitions of lattices and the arithmetic theory of quadratic forms. He showed that the cone
of positive quadratic forms ^(n) can be partitioned into non-overlapping,
relatively open polyhedral cones which he called L-type domains. The domains with fuU dimension f " 2 j are general and fit together facet to
facet. The other L-type domains are special, and sure the relatively open
faces of varying dimension of the general domains.
These L-type domains have the foUowing properties:
1. The affine structure of the L-partitions of lattices on an L-type domain
is constant.
2. The affine structure of the L-partitions of lattices on two distinct Ltype domains agree if and only if the domains are arithmetically equivalent,
3. For eacA dimension n there is a finite number of arithmetically inequivalent L-type domains.
Lattices are defined on positive forms in the usual way, by interpreting a
form 4 as the metrical form for a lattice F^. The L-partitions of lattices on
a general L- type domain are simplicial, whereas those on a special L-type
domain are not.
Let V = [d|,d3,.. M d r ] be a lattice dicing with lattice Zn . For each
d 6 P define the form ^ = (d • x) 2 .
Definition The domain «(D) of the dicing D is the collection of positive
forms
dÇV

where Xj > 0.

Theorem 4 Every dicing domain is an L-type domain, and is simplicial.
An L-type domain is a dicing domain if and otdy if all the vertex forms are
rank one forms.
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The bound for the number of D-families in Theorem 2 is a direct consequence of this Theorem. Since any dicing domain is simplicial, and since
the dimension of the space of quadratic forms is I

] . the number of

vertex forms (hence the number of D-families) cannot exceed this value.
Most L-type domains have vertex forms that are not rank one forms,
so are not dicing domains. In fact* there is an example of a general L-type
domain, with lattices in R 8 , where none of the vertex forms are rank one
[ER].
Theorem S Let 4(D) be a dicing domain. Then the L-partition of a lattice
F^, 0 6 *(D) is affinely equivalent to the partition determined hy the dicing
V.
One can easily deduce from this Theorem that two dicings V, V with
the same lattice Z n , are affinely equivalent if and only if the corresponding
dicing domains are arithmetically equivalent,
4. Totally unimodular matrices. Let D be a lattice dicing with lattice
Z n . Then any polytope determined by hyperplanes from thé D-famUies of
V has vertices in Z?, so the theory of lattices dicings has appUcations to
integer programming.
Let V = [di,d2,...,d r ] be a dicing matrix. If U is an integer n x n
unimodular matrix, P an r x r permutation matrix, D an r x r ±1 diagonal
matrix, then UDPD Is also a dicing matrix. Post multipUcation by P D
merely permutes columns, and changes the signs of the columns, so does
not alter the dicing. It is convenient to refer to the class determined by the
formula UDPD as the arithmetic class ot V.
Theorem 6 Let V,V be two dicing matrices. Then the corresponding
dicings are affinely equivalent if and only if V is arithmetically equivalent to
V.
Each dicing matrix V contains at least one nx n unimodular submatrix,
say B. The arithmetically equivalent dicing matrix B - 1 © is totally unimodular since it contains the identity as an n x n submatrix, and satisfies the
conditions for a dicing matrix. Hence each arithmetic class of dicing matrices contains one or more totally unimodular matrix, and we refer to this
collection as an arithmetic class ot totally unimodular matrices.
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We wiU consider a totally unimodular matrix to be maximal if addition
of a column necessarily results either in a matrix with a pair of Unearly
dependent columns, or a matrix which is not totally unimodular. Theorem
3 can be reformulated in terms of totally unimodular matrices as foUows.
Theorem 7 The number of arithmetic classes of maximal .n x r totally
unimodular matrices for n = 2,3,4,5 is given by 1,1,2,4.
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Ladder Operators Fbr (/"'-Hermite Polynomials
Mourad E. H. Ismail
Presented by L. A. Lorch F.R.S.C.
Abstract. We compute raising and lowering operators and derive Rodrigues type formulas for
the «/"'-Hermite polynomials and show that these polynomials are solutions of g-Sturm-Liouville
problems. We also give two different Rodrigues formulas and exhibit two distinct q-Slurm-Liouville
equations satisfied by the (/"'-Hermite polynomials.
1991 Mathematics Subject Classification: Primary 33D45.
A'ey words and phrases. Rodrigues formulas, finite difference operators, raising and lowering operators, (/"'-Hermite polynomials, «/-.Sliirin-Liouville problems, weight functions.
1. Introduction. The ç"'-Hermite polynomials {An^l?)}" are generated by
(1.1)

hoix\q) = l,hlix\q) = 2x

and
(1.2)

hn+lix\q) = 2xhn{x\q) - (/-(I - q^hn-tixfo),

n > 0.

They are renormalized continuous «/-Hermite polynomials with q replaced by !/«/, [2], [5]. This
terminology is in (7) but the f'-Hermite polynomials were first considered by Askey in [I]. The
moment problem associated with the ^''-Hermite polynomials in indeterminate when 0 < ç < 1,
[10]. Ismail and Masson [6], [7] characterized the solutions of this moment problem by identifying
the Stieltjes transforms of the measures that solve the (/"'-Hermite moment problem.
The An's have the generating function, [I]

0-3) t ^ V - " " * - = i-teUe-<;q)m
„=0 W<9Jn

where we used the notation [5]
(1.4)

(a; ? )o:=l,

(«;?)„:= H O " V " 1 ) ,
t=i

n = I,2, •, or oo.
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for the ç-shifted factorial and [Sj
k

(1-5)

(«i

n

«*;9)n = n n C - " ^ ' " ' ) .

n = 0,l,2,..., oroo.

j = l r=l

for the ç-multishifted factorial. Analogous to the Askey-Wilson divided difference operator in [3]
we define a divided difference operator Vq on functions defined on ( - o o , oo) by
fl 61
(1.6)

IV HM - • f o 1 / 2 e < ) - / V l / V )
(P./H*).- — - — _ — .

x =

ainhc

and is / given by

(17)

fiz):=fiiz-lfz)/2).

The operator D, is a lowering operator on {An(x|9)}g0 in the sense
(1-8)

P,M*|,) = 2*_l/,_*|/.|

hn.xix\q).

In this work we show how the adjoint DJ of D ç with respect to the inner product

(19)

<f,g>.= r

dx

fix)W)-£==!

J-oo

^\ + x1

gives rise to raising operators for {A n (x| ? )}g 0 . An operator L is a raising operator on {hnix\q))f
there is a sequence of non zero numbers cn such that
(1,10)

if

L/.„(x|</) = c n A n+1 (x| 9 ).

Each raising operator gives rise to a Rodrigues formula for An(a;|«/) and to a q-Sturm-Liouville
equation satisfied by the ^-'-Hermite polynomilas. Our main results are contained in Section 2
where we give two distinct raising operators for An(x|9) but we believe there are infinitely many
linearly independent raising operators. It is clear that every linear combination of raising operators
is another raising operator. In Section 2 we also use the raising operators to show that the An's
arc solutions of «/-Sturm-Liouville problems and use this fact to establish the orthogonality of the
A^s with respect to the weight functions in Askey [1] and [7], thus providing new proofs of a
main result of [1] and a result of [7], The novelty of our results lie in our demonstration thut
orthogonal polynomials whose moment problems do not have a unique solution may satisfy several
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Rodrigues type formulas, several Sturm-Liouville type equations and may posses infinitely many
raising operators.
2. Main Results. This section deals with adjoints and raising and lowering operators. The analog
of integration by parts is, [4]
(2.1)

< VJ,ff >= - < /, V T ^ D , ( ( 1 - x î )- , / î ff(x) > .

Thus, [4]
D;/(x) = - V T ^ D , [(1 - x V ' V W ) .
Let
(2.2)
v
'

(l+x J )- | / J

wtix) = .

V
it \
i-qé^i-qe-^q)^

and
(2.3)

ti)2(x;a) := 1/ (ae{, -ae'1^1,

-âe-(, -q^/a,qc~(/a, -qei/â,qe-i/S;q)eo

,

9a / 0,

Askey [1] proved that the ç-'-Hermite polynomials are orthogonal with respect to «>i(x) while
Ismail and Masson [7] proved their orthogonality with respect to w7{x,a) tot nonreal a. For other
proofs see [8].
Theorem 2.1 A raising operator for {kn{x\q)) is
(2.4)

AB+1(x|9) = ^VJ.Vx')"''^ [M*)hn{x\q)]

Proof. A calculation using (1.3) gives
^(x) 'V

^S iq\q)n

^ 1 i-lqWeW'e-^qU
q-l

f
tfT'/'sinh*

Therefore
it1)

U>|

\

^o WIU

/

- q-'t).
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=^
i-tq^eW'-^U
q-l

Ismail

1(1 -Mq-'/VHl - t,->/V«) - 1]

= ?Tf£7^r' n(n " ,,/2 ^" n/, -H-

? - l U=o il< 11"
J
Now (2.3) follows from the above identity by equating powers of t and the proof is complete.
Theorem 2.2 The polynomials {An(x|9)} satisfy the Rodrigues type formula
(2.5)

A„(x|«/) = ( ^ y

«,-*•«>/" - L ^ D J t M x ) .

Proof. .Iterate (2.4).
We now combine (1.8) and (2.4) to establish our next result
Theorem 2.3 TAe q~l-Hermite polynomials are satisfy the q-Sturm-Liouville equation
(2.6)

D,(u.I(x)D,A„(x|,)) + 4, ^

l

u „(x)A n (x| ? )

= 0.

Theorem 2.4 TAe q~l-Hermite polynomials are orthogonal with respect to wi(x).
Proof. Let X,, = -4«/(l - qn){l - q)-7. Clearly the A0's are distinct. Therefore (2.6) implies
too

(An - Xm) I

An(x|«/)Am(i|ç)tu,(x)dx

= H [Am(T|f/)D,(u.l(i)D,An(x|9)) - An(x|<i)D,(u>,(x)D,Am(x|9))|<ix
=< D,( u) ,(i)D,A n (x| g )), y/l - x ' A n . ^ ) > - < D,(u>,(x)D,Am(x|9)),v'l -x J A„(x|9) >
= - < (u.1(x)D,AB(x|g),V'l -x ï D,A m (x| 9 ) > + < (u»,(x)D,Am(x|9), Vl - x2D,AB(x|9) >
= 0,
where we used (2.1).
As in the case of the classical orthogonal polynomials of Jacobi, Hermite and Laguerre, one can
use the Rodrigues formula (2.5) to prove the orthogonality of An(x|f) with respect to W|(x) and also
compute their L2 norms f^x,hl{x\q)wi{x)dx up to a normalization constant which is /ft> W|(x).
We similarly treat the weight function W](x; a) of (2.3).
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Theorem 2.5 The following alternate raising operator, Rodrigues formula and functional relationship hold for the q~l-Hermite polynomials when Oo ^ 0

(2.7)

An(x|</) = oû ( ^ i ) J ^ ) ^ M*"' 0 «" l/2 ) fc -' M*)) '

(2.8)

An(x|V) = (aS(, - I )/2)» ^

(2.9)

D, ( ^ ( x ^ ç - ' / ^ D , A„(x|,)) = - ^ ^ u > 2 ( x ; a ) A B ( x | ç ) ,

-n(fi+9)/4

^

DJ uiî(x; a,- n / , ),

Proof. From the generating function (1,3) and the form of uii(x; a) in (2.3) we obtain
g

q n(n-i)/» f n^

f ^ . ^ - 1 , 7 ^ ^

=

^ («,2(x; « ^ ' ^ ( - t e * , te"*; «/)„) .

Now a calculation gives

" S ô ^ R ô l(-.,-'v,.,-".-<i,)--(-.^,.,"v.;,ul.
Now (2.7) follows from the generating function (1.3). An iteration of (2.7) leads to (2.8). Finally
(2.9) follows from the ladder operators (1.8) and (2.7).
Corollary 2.6 TAe AB 's are orthogonal with respect to W](x;a).
For completeness we state the orthogonality relations of the ?"'-Hermite polynomials with respect
to u)|(x) and ti;j(x;n). They arc
(2.10)

H u>,(x)A m (x| ? )A B (x|7)dx =
J-oo

(2.11)

y_oot«2(x;a)Am(x|,)AB(x|9) = ^

ilnq-l)q-n{n+,)'1iq;q)niq;q)ooSm,n,

^ h , , (,, 1 ^

-(,e-"...«/e*'",«,e—»;9) *'m,ni

where a = r'"+*'»,ir > 72 > 0.
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The Theorem of Korkine and Zolotaxev
on the First Perfect Form
PntAzntzd

R. M. Erdahl
by P. R-cbenbo-im, F.R.S.C.

Abstract A new and compact proof is given of a theorem of Korkine and Zolotarev
on the first perfect form. The proof uses elements of Voronoi's theory of L-types of
lattices and the theory of lattice dicings which is briefly described.
1. Introduction. In their 1877 mémoire sur lea formes quadratiques positives [KZ], Korkine and Zolotarev considered integer n x r matrices that
satisfy the following three conditions.
1. Among the columns there are n that are linearly independent;
2. The nth order mirrors have modulus 0 or 1;
3. No two columns are linearly dependent.
Because of their relationship to lattice dicings, described below, I will refer
to matrices satisfying these conditions as dicing matrices. Using an elementary, but rather lengthy argument, Korkine and Zolotarev estabUshed
the following important result.
Theorem 1 For each value of n > 2 there is a unique arithmetic class
of dicing matrices with { o ) columns- Moreover, there are no dicing
matrices with a greater number of columns.
The three properties that an n x r dicing matrix must satisfy are preserved
by premultiplication by an integer n x n unimodular matrix U , by postmnltiplication by an r x r ± 1 diagonal matrix D, and by postmultiplication by
an r x r permutation matrix P . The arithmetic class of a dicing matrix
V is the class of matrices given by U P P D .
Consider the f

i < n.

n

J 1 j (0,l)-vector8 dy = ((P-'l'O»^), where 1 < t <
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Theorem 2 Forn>2
matnx.

the matrix Di(n) = (dn,dij,...,d n „] is a dicing

Since P| (n) lias ( " ^

) columns it determines the unique maximal class

of Korkine and Zolotarev.
The integer vectors dy are the minimal vectors of the firet perfect form
4>i with the Cartan matrix A„ as coefficient matrix (the non-zero coefficients are given by An = 2, At+u = Au+i = - 1 ) . The form ^i is caUed
perfect because its coefficients are completely determined by the f

2

1

equations ^i(dy) = 2. Theorem 1 was used by Korkine and Zolotarev to
characterize the arithmetic class of the first perfect form, and they referred
to the matrix Pi(n) as the characteristic matrix for fa.
The Korkine and Zolotarev Theorem was rediscovered in 1957 by Heller
[Hel] in quite a diiferent context. Since that time Heller's arguments have
been improved by several other authon (references and further comments
can be found in [Sch, p.299]). All were motivated by the promise of totally
unimodular matrices, and all were unaware of the Korkine and Zolotarev
Theorem.
The purpose of this note is to describe a new, compact proof of the
Korkine and Zolotarev Theorem, the bound being achieved by a one line
argument. The proof makes use of Voronoi's theory of i-types of lattices and
the theory of lattice dicings described below. Further details and references
can be found in (ER), [Er].
2. The Korkine and Zolotarev bound. The L-polytopes (or Delaunay Cells) of a lattice form a facet to facet partition of R", called
an L-partition. In his deuxième mémoire on nouvelles applications des
paramétres continus d la théorie des formes quadratiques [Vor], Voronoi
established a fundamental relationship between the affine structure of itpartitions of lattices and the arithmetic theory of quadratic forms. He
showed that the cone of positive quadratic forms ^(n) can be partitioned
into non-overlapping, relatively open polyhedral cones of varying dimension
which he called L-type domains. These i-type domains have the following
properties.
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1. The affine structure of the L-partitions of lattices on an L-type domain
is constant;
2. The affine structure of the L-partitions of lattices on two distinct Ltype domains agree if and only if the domains are arithmetically equivalent.
3. For each dimension n there are a finite number of arithmetically inequivalent L-type domains.
Lattices, hence the L-partitions of lattices, are defined on subsets of quadratic
forms in the usual way. Any positive quadratic form can be written as
0(x) =|| Bx ||2, where B is a square n x n matrbc determined by 4> up to
an orthogonal transformation. The columns of B are then taken as a basis
for the lattice I^. The matrix B Is frequently referred to as the generating
matrix for the lattice T^.
The L-type domains with full dimension (

9

I a r e general and fit

together facet to facet. The corresponding L-partitions are simplicial. The
other L-type domains are special, aad the L-partitions include non-simpllcial
L-poIytopes. These domains appear as the relatively open faces, of varying
dimensions, of the general L-type domains.
Dicing matrices are intimately related to Voronoi's theory of L- types.
Associate with each column of a dicing matrix V = [di,d3,...d r ] the
quadratic form (/>,(x) = (dt- • x) 2 . The domain *(!>) of this dicing matrix is
the open polyhedral cone of positive quadratic forms given by

LUtXiM*)
where A,- > 0.
Theorem 3 Every dicing domain is an L-type domain, and is simplicial.
An L-type domain is a dicing domain if and only if all the vertex forms are
rank one forms.
Since the dimension of the space of quadratic forms is (

-

] > the

Korkine and Zolotarev bound is an immediate consequence of this theorem.
Corollary The number of vertex forms of a dicing domain, hence the number of columns of a dicing matrix, cannot exceed

T•
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A second consequence of the statement that a dicing domain is a simplicial
cone is the following.
Corollary A dicing domain is a general L- type domain if and only if the
corresponding dicing matrix has I n )

columns, in which case the L-

partitions of lattices on this domain are simplicial.
3. Lattice Dicings. Consider an arbitrary dicing matrix I> = [dj, d ) , . . . d r )
Take each column dj to be the normal vector to a D-lamily Gi of eqni-spaced
parallel byperplanes with equations given by d; • x = z, z € Z. Taken together, the set of D-families {Gi,Gi,...,Gr} Is the lattice dicing P . It
is convenient to use the same symbol V for both the dicing and the dicing
matrix, and to think of the dicing matrix as a convenient way to represent the dicing. The byperplanes of the dicing partition R n into convex
sets which fit together facet to facet. The conditions on the dicing mar
trix relate to geometric details of the lattice dicing in the following way.
Condition 1 insures that the cells of the dicing are finite polytopes; these
are the D-polytopes of the dicing. By condition 2, the vertices of the
dicing form the lattice Z n , and it is from this result that the term lattice
dicing is derived. Condition 3 insures that distinct columns of the dicing
matrix correspond to distinct D-families. The notion of lattice dicing was
introduced in [ER], and a complete description of the elementary properties
of lattice dicings can be found there.
Theorem 4 Let ^(Z>) be a dicing domain, and let • ( x ) =|| Bx || 2 € 4(D).
Then the partition determined by the corresponding lattice dicing is mapped
by B onto the L-partition of T^.
From this theorem we again see that the affine structure of L- decomposition of lattices on a dicing domain is constant (see Theorem 3). The matrix
B maps the D-polytopes of the dicing onto the L-polytopes of the lattice
IV The vertices of the D-polytopes are the coordinates of the vertices of
the corresponding L-polytope.
By the second coroUary to Theorem 3, and by Theorem 4, the D- polytopes of a lattice dicing with (
fact, more can be said.

«

1 D-famUies are aU simplexes. In
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Theorem S Any maximal lattice dicign with { " «

) distinct D-families

is arithmetically equivalent to a dicing that can be represented by a (0,1)dicing matrix, which has among its columns the vectora e i . e i . e j , . . . , e „ .
Moreover the D-polytopes of such a dicing are all simplexes, and include the
standard simplex wilh vertices o, ej, e j , . . . , en.
In the statement of this theorem we have referred to arithmetically equivalent dicings, and this means that the corresonding dicing matrices are arithmetically equivalent. The vectors e i , e 3 , . . . , e n are the standard basis vectors for R n . The (0,l)-dicing matrix I't(n) has the properties described
in the statement of this theorem, and the corresponding dicing has only
simplicial Z7-polytopes, one of which is the standard simplex.
Lattice dicings have the foUowing natural property. The intersection of
a lattice dicing with any hyperplane of the dicing is affinely equivalent to a
lattice dicing in R n _ 1 . The intersection of a lattice dicing with k Unearly
independent byperplanes from the dicing is affinely equivalent to a lattice
dicing in Rn~fc.
Theorem 6 The intersection of a maximal lattice dicing with I

] D-

families, with k linearly independent hyperplances from the dicing, is affinely
equivalent to a maximal lattice dicing in RB~* toith I

„

] D- fam-

ilies.
The plane ej -x = 0 belongs to the dicing 7|(n). The normal vector to the
ZMamilies in this plane, which are the intersection of the dicing l>i(n) with
this plane, are obtained by setting the first row of the dicing matrix equal
to zero. This set of normal vectors is clearly Unearly equivalent to the set
obtained by simply deleting these first components. By removing repeated
columns, and the zero column, the dicing matrix Vi{n— 1) is obtained (after
possibly permuting columns). This shows that the intersection of the dicing
2>i(n) with the hyperplane ej • x = 0 is affinely equivalent to 27|(n - 1).
Moreover, by using a sUghtly more involved argument it can be shown that
tAe intersection of the dicing P|(n) with any hyperplane-of the dicing, is
affinely equivalent to 73] (n — 1).
The fact that this last statement can be reversed suppUes the essential
step in the proof of the uniqueness of the Korkine and Zolotarev Theorem.
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Theorem 7 Suppose that V is a maximal lattice dicing with

-r

D-families of parallel byperplanes. If the intersection of V with eath of its
byperplanes is affinely equivalent to the lattice dicing Pi(n - 1), (Aen V is
arithmetically equivalent lo I>i(n).
It Is easy to estabUsh that when n s 2, up to arithmetic equivalence, there
is a unique lattice dicing with 3 D-famiUes. Induction, along with Theorems
6 and 7, are used to estabUsh the final result.
Theorem 8 A lattice dicing with ( " «

) D-familiea of parallel hyper-

planes is necessarily arithmetically equivalent to Pi(n).
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An Asymptotic Formula by a M e t h o d of Selberg*
M. Ram Murty, F.R.S.C. and N. Saradha
1. Introduction. In (1), Landau showed that the number of integers n < z which can be
expressed as a sum of two squares i.e. n = n2 +b3 with a. 6 rational integers, is asymptotic
to cx/y/logx where c > 0 is a constant. For this, he considered i/>(x) which denotes the
number of odd integers n with 1 < n < z which do not have any prime factor of the form
4m + 3. He showed by analytic methods that
(1)

tl>ix) ~ cx/y/logx

.

Since any n which can be expressed as a sum of two squares should have prime factors of
the form 4 m + 3 to an even power, the result on sums of two squares follows. Serre [3] used
the method of Landau to prove many density theorems. In [2, p. 183-185], Selberg gave
an elementary and simple proof of (1). Our aim in this paper is to show that the method
of Selberg can be utiUsed to prove an asymptotic result in a wider context.
2. P r e l i m i n a r i e s . Let AT be a set of natural numbers and P be a proper subset of the set
of primes. By ( P ) we denote the semigroup generated by the elements of P . Any integer
n > 1 can be written as
n = n p • m, n p 6 ( P ) and (m,p) = 1 for aU p 6 P .
We notice that for any n ^ n j we have (riin I )p = ( n ] ) p ( « j ) p . An easy observation shows
that
.~TL,

10

otherwise.

de{P)
d\n

We define
(3)

Ap(d) = {| 0 «P
•0

^d =
pa,peP
otherwise.

We observe then that
(4)

lognp =

^Ap(d)
d|n

* Research partiaUy supported by NSERC and FCAR grants.
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On applying Môbius inversion to (4), we get
(5)

Ap(n) = 53 / i(d)log(n/d)p = <f|n

] £ ftid)logd

for np > 1 .

d&P)
d\n

Further, we define
(G)

iVp = {„ e AT, (n,p) = 1 for all p 6 P} = (n 6 N, np = 1}

aud
(7)

^p(x) = the number of integers n in ATp with 1 < n < *.

We make the following assumptions.
(A.I) Suppose for d g (P), N{x,d) denotes the number of n in iV with 1 < n < * and
</1 n. Then, there exists 6 > 0 such that
Nix,d)

= Sx/d + Rix,d)

with R{x,d) satisfying
£

|fl(x,d)|log(x/d) = 0 ( x ) .

de(P)
d<.

Note 1. The condition on R{x,d) is clearly satisfied if R(x,d) is bounded.
(A.2) For any n 6 ^V, if np > 1 then np has at least two prime factors counted with
multiplicity.
(A.3) (i) There exists a set M 9 TV and if A/p and Mplx) sue defined ns for iV in (6) and
(7) then
Mp =

Np.

(ii) For any p € P and m G M, we have pm e A/.
Note 2. We call two sets M and N as P-sievt equivalent if (i) of (A.3) is satisfied.
(A.4) There exist numbers p,v such that ji > 0

E ^ = Mlogx-l-^ + 0 ( i )
We show
Theorem. Under (A.1)-(A.4), there exists a constant C| depending on iV, Af and P sudi
that
Np{x)

~ c,x/(logi) , -<*/' , > .
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3. Applications. In the following, while applying the theorem, we prefer to use the same
ci though it changes with each example.
(i) As a first appUcation, we recover (1) in the introduction. For this we take N = {n,n =
Kmod4)}, M-{n,n
= l(mod2)}, P = (p. p - prime and p = 3(mod4)}. Then
Np = {ne N, (n,p) = 1 for p 6 P ) = (n, if p j n then p = l(inod4)} .
Thus iVp(i) s ^(x). Further, we notice that Af 2 AT and Af and AT are P-sieve
equivalent. Also Nit,d) = (x/4d) + Oil) and £ 1/n = l | o g x + i' + 0 ( l / x ) where

•S"

„ = a=bl2 with 7 -Euler , s constant. iî(x,d) of axiom (1) is bounded. Thus axioms (A.I)
to (A.4) are satisfied with 6 = 1/4 and p = 1/2. Hence (1) follows by the Theorem with
c = Cj.

(ii) We generalise the result by Landau to any modulus i. Let N = {n, n = l(mod£)),
Af = (n, (ri,f) = 1), P = {p, p - prime, pYt,p£
l(mod£)}. We then have
Np = (n, n = l(mod£), if p j n then p s l(mod£)} .
Also MDN

and Af and iV are P-sieve equivalent. Further,

Nix,d)

= (i/£d) + 0 ( l ) a n d

^

1/n = i ^ l o g x + i/ + 0 ( l / x )

n<,

where 9 is the Euler totient function. Axioms (A.I) to (A.4) are satisfied with S =
and p = ipi()/e. Thus.
Npix)

l/l

~ fix/Oogx)1-^ .

f = 4 gives the result of Landau as in (i).
(iii) Let G be a multiplicative group modf for any fixed £ and H a subgroup of G. Let
N = (n, n(modf) 6 H), M = {n, ( n , 0 = 1} and P = (p, p - prime, pimodi)
Then

# H).

NJ, = (n, n(mod€) € ff and if p j n then p(modf) 6 H) .
We notice that M 2 iV and Af and N are P-sieve equivalent since H is a subgroup.
Further, Af(i,d) = i\H\x/ed) + Oil) and £) 1/n = ^ l o g x + t/ + 0 ( l / i ) where |iï|
• CM

»s«
denotes the order of group H. Axioms (A.I) and (A.4) are satisfied with 6 = \H\/e and
fi = v>{£)/£ Thus

Np{x) ~ CiX/iiogxf'rfo
Fixing H = {I), we get the previous result, (ii).

.
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4. Proof of the Theorem. In the sequel, c a , c t and c* are effectively computable
constants depending on N, M and P. We consider the expression

w

E

E "(«ofcgdAo = J2 pid)hgix/d) y ; i

n6/V Jeli»)

"S»

neN

mp)

dl»

d<m

d\n

»<»
We notice by (2), (3) and (5) that
(9)

_
flog» ifngiVp
2 ^ Pid)logix/d) = i logp jf n fe divisible by exactly one of p from P
•"jf*)
^0
otherwise.

Thus by (9) and (A.2), the left hand side of (8) equals
(10)

JVp(x) log x + £ Npix/pd) log p = Npix) log x + O(x) .
pep
d>»

By (A.I) the right hand side of (8) equals
(11)

J2 Pid)Nix,d)logix/d)
«KP)

= S ^

^(d)(x/d)log(x/d) + 0 ( x ) .

J^P,

We now use (A.4) with x replaced by c,i/d where c, = e-W"' on the right hand side of
(11) to obtain
(12)

2>(<*)iV(x,d)log(x/<0 = («x/,0

£

,i(d)/md + 0 ( x ) .

mCM
<»6(P)
md<C]i

By (ii) of (A.3), (2) and (A.4) we get
(13)

X) P{d)/md = J ] (1/n) £ ^(d) = ^ (i / n )
m

»S«««

nrol

£ (!/„) +„ + 0(l/x).

=

nF=i

Since iV and Af are P-sleve equivalent, (12) end (13) imply that
5>(d)Ar(x,d)log(x/d) = (Sx/p) X ) ( l / n ) + 0(x)

(14)

51?
npsl

= fW/0/' - ^ — +

0(x).
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From now on, we follow the proof of Selberg [2). For the convenience of the reader we give
below the details. We combine (8), (10) and (14) to obtain
(15)

f'Npit)/t2dt

Npix)logx-iSx/p)

= O(i).

We set

(16)

V(x) = J' Npityfdt .

Substituting (16) in (15) we get
x , (logx)y , (x)-(tfx//i)V(x) = 0(x)
which is equivalent to

(

V

M

V = o(

î

)

Mlogx)'/"/
\x(logx) 1 +</M/
where tlie dash indicates differentiation with respect to x. This yields

,17)

n ^

= ,: +0(1/(logi) / )

'

' '' -

From (15), (16) and (17) we get
iVp(x) = c«x/(logx) , -W''>-|-0(x/logx).

D

Iu the above examples, it is not difficult to calculate ci explicitly. Finally, we note
that c, = 0 can occur in the case that N is the set of non-primes, P is the set of primes,
M is taken as the set of all natural numbers.
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ON BLOCH FUNCTIONS
LoaZengJian

Abstract. In this paper, we give some new charscterizations of Bloch functions, which extends a result of [5]
Key words and phrases. Bloch function. / P space. BMOA . Hadamard product.
1. Introduction.
In the theory of one complex variable. Bloch functions play an important part, as they can be
described in many ways, so their properties can be used in many branches of one complex variable. In this paper, we give some new characterizations of Bloch functions in term of Hadamard
products.
2. Definition and notation.
Deflnetion 2.1. A function/analytic in Dt |«| «Clissald to be of c l a s 8 / f ' ( 0 < p < o o > i i
il/Hw-'flmWpOv/")
where
M , ( r . / ) - ( ^ J V c r e ' ) 1 ^ ) * < oo
H - is the space of all bounded analytic functions (See [ 2 ] fw more information on ff' )
Definition 2. 2. The class G p (p > 0) are defined by / 6 C if and only if
II / II c- =• ( { V f r , / ' )«/r)* < oo
By [ 5 ] , C C H".
Definition 2. 3. The class of functions / . analytic in £>. for which

| / ( 0 ) | + « g ( l - |«|)|/(x)|<oo

II/[IB=

will be denoted by B. These functions are called the Bloch functions. The litde Bloch B»is the set
of analytic functions f'mD lor which (see [1.6])
( 1 - IrDI/fr)!—0,
|«| — 1.
1
Definition 2.4. A function / 6 W is said to be in the space BMOA if and only if ( [ 3 . P- 238
Lemma 3. 2])
D

By VMOA we denoted the space of analytic functions of vanishing mean oscillation (see. for example. [3]]). The proper inclusions
H" C BMOA C B.
arc well known.

VMOA C Bo
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3. The result and its proof.
In this paper, we use the "Hadamard products" to discribe the Bloch functions and obtain the
following
Theorem. If g is analyic in D. Then the following are equivalent
(D gÇB
® f • g£H~ for all feC1
(D f *g€BMOA for all f€&
® f * g£B for all fZC
(§) f*g€BMOAforallf£Hx
® f * g€B for all fZW
@ f*g€VMOAforallf£(?
® f * g€Ba for all fÇ:Gx
® f»g€VMOAforallfÇIP
® f • gZBtfor all fZW
Remark. This theorem extends Theorm 3.6 of [5]Proof. (D—@. Suppose gM *• ^xjf

£ B, let / ( « ) = S * - ^ € G', then by a ample

calculation, we have
J0

f r o m l y ^ t o g ^dr =

.-0

j . j , , .we get

4(>I

^rlog-^ffir^tflrxe^tdtdr^
Jo

^ajuf

rJo

= f • g(.z)

a^O

m

where / • g(r) = ^ajcjf

is the Hadamard product of

/(r) - S0^"

"«^

* (,:) = H1-^-

By the inequality r log — < 1 — r.O < r < 1. we have
l/»g(r)|<4j]£V(re')|(l - r)|/(r«')|Arfr
<4ll«l|fl£M,(r./)<fr

<4||«!| fl lî/l| c '
S o / » f f e H ~ f o r a l l / €G .
©—•d^—®. Since H " C BAfO/l C fl. their proofs are obvious.
®-*(D. If / € G' , we defined T,(.f)= f • g,T, is clearly closed. so T , is a bounded linear
operator from C1 to B . Let
/ r W

(1 - r«)'
Since T, is bounded. there is a constant C independent of r such that

ll/,«*lla<C|l/J0'-0(l)
SinCe

( / , » * ) ' (z) = f ] (1 - r ) r - n ' x ^ i

we have
ifyav-afKl-rKl-

k|)=0(l)

Taking r = | z | . we have

ifyx^l =0(l-r)«
«—0
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(D-*®. Suppose that gÇB,

fÇfPandh

izWrV)! = i

= f»g.

Then we have

±£iyf(rS->iygM<">->d$\

< CM.(r.D'/Kl - r)-« | U H a
where £)•/(«) = ^{n+l

fajf is the fractional derivative of / ( * ) = S*-*"*

•-0

.-0

By a result of [ 4 ] , we conclude that

£(1 - r),Afl.(rJ.D,AWr
< J\l - DAfKr.D"/)* || g-1| a
<C O 0/||«.|Ull 4
We use [2] to show lhat

|](l-r)Ml.(r,A')rfr<Ct|/n M .|Ulla

(2)

By (2) and the fact that
f
dO
ZK
Jo | l - 6 r e ' | « = ' l - |ft-|«
we have

II A || . < « ^ ( 1 - |g|t)£11_"j^|.AfL(r.y)<fr
«SCJ'a-rOAfLO-.V)

<c|] 0 /IUIIyO.
That is
IIF»^D.^C||P|l»«DyOa.
FeW
where the constant Cdoes not depend on F. Tf we substitute F = / , — / m (3). we get

(3)

ll/»ir,-/»*l|.<C|I/-/0«'D*lla
Since ([2.Th.2.6])
n/r-ZIIw' —0.
r—1
from [3,P. 250 Th. 5.1] we have / • ^ € VMOA.
@—©-HD—® .®-*K§)-*(i)—® . © - H S M D . Sw» VMOA C flMOi4 C B . C C / f .
VMOA C B. C B. their proofs are obvious. Thia completes the proof of the theorem.
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THE GELFAND THEOREM IN FLOW GEOMETRY

J.C. Gonzâlez-Dâvila, M.C. Gonzalez-Dâvila and L. Vanhecke
PieAztUed by P.C. Gxeine*., F.R.S.C.

We extend the Gelfand-like characterization of simply connected v>-symmetric spaces to
the broader class of simply connected context Killing-transversally symmetric spaces,

1. INTRODUCTION
Symmetric spaces have been studied extensively and they have some remarkable properties. In particular, it is well-known that for a symmetric space M = G/H, where G denotes
the connected component of the identity of the full isometry group I[M) and H the isotropy
group at o € Af, the algebra ViG/H) of G-invariant differential operators is commutative.
This property is known as the Gelfand theorem. It is now also well-known that the converse
theorem is not true in general. There are a lot of non-symmetric Riemannian manifolds
where this algebra is commutative. However, it is shown in [8] that the Hermitian symmetric spaces can be characterized as the homogeneous Kahler manifolds with commutative
algebra V{G/H),

where G denotes the connected component of the identity of the group of

holomorphic isometries. FVirther, the p-syminetric spaces introduced by T. Takahashi in (11)
(see also (1|) play a similar role in Sasakian geometry as that played by the Hermitian symmetric spaces in Kâhler geometry. In [9] it is proved that a simply connected homogeneous
Sasakian manifold G/H is globally ^-symmetric space if and only if the algebra ViG/H)

is

commutative modulo (. Here G denotes the connected component of the identity of the full
automorphism group of the Sasakian structure and ( is the characteristic vector field.
The class of (locally or globally) vs-symmetric spaces is a suhcliuss of a broader class of
Riemannian spaces, namely the class uf (locally or globally) Killing transversally symmetric
spaces (briefly, KTS-spaces) which have been introduced and studied in [2| - [6], [12] in the
framework of the study of the geometry of Riemannian manifolds equipped with a unit Killing
vector field (, that is, equipped with a special isometric flow ^ . The main purpose of this
note is to extend the Gelfand-like characterization of simply connected ^-symmetric spaces
to the simply connected KTS-spaces of contact type (see Section 2 for details) inside the
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broader class of homogeneous Riemannian manifolds G/H equipped with such a contact flow
J7^, where G denotes the identity component of the group of (-preserving isometries.
2. PRELIMINARIES
We start by giving some of the basic definitions and results which will be needed to prove
the characterization. We refer to [2] - [6] for more detailed information.
Let {M.g) be an n-dimensional, smooth, connected Riemannian manifold with Levi
Civita connection V and Riemannian curvature tensor R. A tangentially oriented foliation
of dimension one on {M, g) is called a flow. It is said to be an isometric flow if it is generated
by a non-singular Killing vector field. In what follows we shall denote by ^ an isometric flow
generated by a unit Killing vector field (,. It is well-known that such a Riemannian foliation
is locally a Ricnianni.-ui submersion n : U -* Û = U/Ç where U is a small open neighborhood
on which Ç is rrpular. Wo denote hy g the induced metric on U and by V the corresponding
Levi Civita connection with associated Riemannian curvature tensor R. FVirther, H denotes
the skew-symmetric tensor field of type (1,1) defined by HX = — V x f for all tangent vectors
X ot M and rj is the dual one-form of (. Then, the flow ^ is said to be normal if and only
If for all horizontal vectors X, Y, Z (i.e., orthogonal to ( ) we have R{X, Y, Z,Ç) = 0, and Jjt
is said to be a contact flow if H is of maximal rank or, equivalently, i; is a contact form. In
this case n is nercssarily odd.
Further, ( i l / . j , J^) is called a locally Killing-transversally symmetric space (or briefly, a
locally KTS-space) if and only if the local reflections (13) with respect to all flow lines are
isomrtries. Momivcr. {M, g, Ffi is said to be a (globally) KTS-space if ( is a complete vector
field and if the local reflections can be extended the global ones. Any simply connected,
complete lurally KTS-space is a globally KTS-space (5|. Further, for any locally KTS-space
{M,g,!F{) the flow J^ is normal (31.
Locally and globally (^-symmetric spaces provide nice examples of locally and globally
KTS-spaces of contact type (3| but there are a lot of examples of KTS-spaces which are
of contact type and whidi are not Sasakian manifolds. We refer to (3), [5], [6] for explicit
examples which are constructed by using the theory of infinitesimal models and principal
bundles. However, in the simply connected case, those of contact type play a fundamental
role as can be seen from the following result [5] :
Proposition 1. Let {M,g,T(^ be a simply connected KTS-space. Then iM,g) is irreducible
if and only if it is of contact type. In the other case iM,g) is a direct product of an irreducible KTS-space (M',g',T()

and a symmetric space {M",g").
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Moreover, we have (3|
Proposition 2. Any locally KTS-space is locally homogeneous and is equipped with a naturally reductive homogeneous structure. Further, a simply connected, complete locally KTSspace is a naturally reductive homogeneous space.
Next, we have [3|
Proposition 3. The flow ^ is normal if and only if V/f = 0 where HX = rr.iHX*) for all
vectors X tangent to Ù. (Here X* denotes the horizontal lift of X with respect to v.) In
this case we have Rfrxf = -R^df

for all X, Y tangent to Û.

Note that an {M.g) equipped with a normal contact fiow ^ is automatically irreducible
(31.
FinaUy, we have (3), (41
Proposition 4. A Riemannian manifold iM,g) equipped with a normal flow fy is a locally
KTS-space if and only if each base space {U,g) is locally symmetric. Moreover, for normal
contact flows this is equivalent with ( V g A ) ( X , H X , X , HX) = 0 for all Ù and all X tangent
toV.
Because of Proposition 2 we shall now focus on a special class of isometric flows.
3. HOMOGENEOUS FLOWS AND THE MAIN THEOREM
Let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold equipped with an isometric flow fy and suppose
that the group A{M) of (-preserving isometries acts transitively on M. In this case fy is
called a homogeneous flow. Since M is connected, also the identity component G = Ao{M) of
A(M) acts transitively and (M,g) can be identified with tlie coset space G/H where H is the
isotropy subgroup of G at o € M. The orbit space M = A//( of such a space (M, 3, J^) admits
a unique structure of a differentiable manifold such that the natural projection ir : M —* M
is a submersion. In fact, let G1 be the one-parameter subgroup of global isometries generated
by (. Then G1 is a Lie subgroup of G which belongs to its center. M may be identified
iu a natural way with G/H • G1 and ir : G/H -» G/H - Gl is a submersion. Following (10,
Theorem XIV. p. 28] f is strictly regular. Moreover, since T; is G1-invariant, iM,g,fy)

is a

principal G'-bundle over M and 1; is a connection form 011 M. Finally, define 9 on Af by
g{X,Y)

= giX',Y')

for all A',*' tangent to M. Then ir becomes a Riemamiian submersion.

Next, let A{M)he the group of ^-preserving isometries of (Af, g) and A0{M) its identity
component. The canonical projection ir : M -* M induces a map 0 : A(M) —» A(Jlf ) given
by a € A{M) >-* ^(a) = à where â(ir(m)) = jr(a(m)) for all m e Af. ^ is a homomorphism
of Lie groups with kernel G'. Then G = G/G 1 with its natural group structure is a Lie
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group isomorphic to a subgroup of AiM).

We identify G with the subgroup ^(G/G 1 ) of

AiM). Then G acts transitively on Af with the action given by 6 x Af - • Af : (5,7r(m)) >-*
7r(a(rn)),a 6 G.m Ç Jlf and 5 = ^(«). Hence Af can be written as Af = G/H where H is
the isotropy subgroup at ir(o). The projection G —* 6 induces an isomorphism H onto H
because if n G' = (e) and ftH) = H.
Then we have
Proposition 5. The orbit space (Af, j) of an (Af,ff) equipped with a normal contact homogeneous flow fy is locally symmetric if and only if the algebra of A|>(Af )-invariant differential operators is commutative.
Proof. The result follows as in (8, Theorem 1] by using Proposition 3 and Proposition 4.
Now, in a similar way as in (9, Theorem 9] and by using Proposition 5 we get
Theorem 6. Let {M,g,fy)

be a simply connected manifold equipped with a normal contact

homogeneous flow fy. Then (ilf, j , . ^ ) is a globally KTS-space if and only if the algebra
ViG/H) is commutative modulo Ç.
Note that ( can be interpreted in a natural way as an element of

ViG/H).

Using Proposition 1 and following the same reasoning as in (7, Proposition 4] we get
Theorem 7. Let iM,g,fy)

be a simply connected globally KTS-space G/H. Then the algebra

V{G/H) of invariant differential operators is commutative modulo (.
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The equation x4 — y4 = zp
Henri Dannon
PieAuvted by M.R. Mwitg, F.R.S.C
Let p be an odd prime. We consider the equation
x 4 - y 4 = *p,

gcd(x,j,) = i.

(i)

When p = 2, this equation was considered by Fermât, who used it to prove
his celebrated "last theorem" for exponent 4.
In (Po], Powell proved that this equation has no integer solutions with
p /xyz (analogous to the "first case" of Fermat's Last theorem) and proved
a similar (slightly weaker) result for the equation x 4 -f y 4 = 2*'.
Terai and Osada [TO] and Cao (Ca] have extended this analysis to the
equations x4 + dy4 = z*" and cx4 + dy* =* z? respectively, proving that there
are no first case solutions under certain assumptions.
The methods used by these authors involve factoring the left hand side of
the equations over the appropriate quadratic field, and are close in spirit to
the descent ideas which form the basis of Kummer's work on Fermat's Last
Theorem.
Recently, it has been observed that Fermat's equation can be tackled
by different methods based on elliptic curves and the Galois representations
attached to them. Following work of Frey [Ft] and Serre (Sr2l, Ribet (Rij
showed that the celebrated conjecture of Shimura and Taniyama that every elliptic curve is modular implies Fermat's last theorem. Thanks to the
revolutionary work of Wiles, the Shimura Taniyama conjecture, previously
thought to be inaccessible, now seems within reach.
Our main result is:

H. Dannon
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Theorem I: Suppoae the Shimura-Taniyama conjecture is true, and let p >
11 ie a prime. Then:
1. Equation (1) has no non-trivial aolution ifp=l

mod 4.

B. Equation (1) haa no non-trivial aolution with z even.
Proof: Let p > 11 be prime, and let
a4 - 64 = c"
be & solution to equation (1). If c is odd, assume without loss of generality
that a is odd and h is even (otherwise, interchange a and b and replace
c by - c ) . Factorizing the left band side of a4 - t 4 = <?, the assumption
gcd(o, b) = \ forces the three factors
o + 6,

a2 + 62

a-h,

to be pth powers up to powers of 2. Hence, so are tbe integers
i4 = (o + t) a = a ^ a f c + f c 2 ,
B = (o-6)2 = oI-2o6-H2,
C = a2 + fe2,
which also satisfy the equation
A + B-2C

= Q.

This equation gives three integers that are "almost" p-th powers and sum up
to 0, and suggests considering the FVey curve
£ : y a = i(x + J4)(x-B).
Expanding the right hand side, the equation for E becomes:
y , = x 3 + 4 o f c E a -(a 2 -6 2 ) , x.
The j-invariant and discriminant of E are:
1

*

2

cMa»-6>)»

'

A

-

2 c P a

(

-

6

)•
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The conductor JV of £ can be computed using Tate's Algorithm [Ta]; let Nt
denote the conductor of £ at /, so that N = U^i- The calculation is divided
into two cases:
1. Ijt2: Then £ has good or semistable reduction at /; the conductor TVj = 1
if / does not divide c, and TVj = i if 1 divides c. In any case, ord|(A) = 0
(mod p), since a2 —ft2is & pth power up to powers of 2.
2. i = 2: If 2 divides c, then E is semi-stable and Nt = 2; if 2 does not divide
c, then JV2 = 2 s .
Let p : Gal(Q/Q) —» Aut(^ > ) be the Galois representation associated
to the p-division points of E. By a result of Mazur (Mz), the representation
p is irreducible. By using the Tate curve to analyze the local behaviour of p
at the primes I of bad reduction for 2? (/ ^ 2,p) one sees that p is unramified
outside of 2 and p, and is finite at p (cf. (Sr2]). Hence, the conductor Nip)
is a power of 2 which satisfies:
Nip) = 2
^(p)|2 B

if2|c,

otherwise.

Assuming the Shimura Taniyama conjecture, the eUiptic curve E corresponds to a cusp form of weight 2 and level JV. The "lowering the level"
result of Ribet [Ri] shows that p corresponds to a cusp form of weight 2 and
level Nip) mod p. But:
1. If c is even, such a cusp form cannot exist, because there are no modular
forms of weight 2 and level 2: the curve Xoi2) has genus 0. This proves the
second part of theorem I.
2. If c is odd, then p corresponds to a modular form of weight 2 and level
dividing 32. There is a unique such form, of level 32, which corresponds
to the elliptic curve A = Xo{32), with complex multiplication by Q(t). By
Chebotarev's density tbeorem, it follows that
Ep2£ Ap

as Galois modules.

In particular, by the theory of complex multiplication, the Galois representation p maps to the normalizer of a Cartan subgroup of GLi(Fp), and the
restriction of p to Gal(Q/Q(t)) has abelian image. FWthermore, when p = 1
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(mod 4), then p maps to the normalizer of a split Cartan subgroup; hence
£ has a rational subgroup of order p defined over Q(i); moreover all of its
points of order 2 are defined over Q(t). It foUows from work of Mazur (Mz]
and Kamienny (Ka| (cf. cor. 1.7 of (DaJ) that the denominator of HE) is
divisible only by 2 or 3. Hence o4 - 54 is a power of 3, and so is a2 + &, This
can occur only if ab = 0, i.e., ia,b,c) is a trivial solution. This proves the
first statement in theorem I.
Remarks:
1. Observe that in the proof we could not rule out the existence of the curve
E, and had to obtain a contradiction in a more indirect manner. There ia a
good reason for this: the curve A = ,Yo(32) is precisely the curve that arises
from the trivial solution (1,0,1) to the equation x4 - y4 = zp.
2. When p = - 1 mod 4, the image of p is the normalizer of a non-split Cartan
subgroup. This case seems more difficult to rule out using the "Eisenstein
descent" methods of Mazur and Kamienny, although one also expects it
cannot occur when p is large. More precisely, one expects that the image
of the Galois representation coming from a non-CM elliptic curve should be
the fuU GLj(Fp) when p is large enough (p > 19, perhaps?) A simUar issue
arises in [Da] in the study of the equations x p + yp = z2 and x1* + yp = z3.
3. A natural question is to analyze the equation x 4 + y4 = zp (or even more
general variants such as x 4 + ey4 = z'). This equation is quite different from
the previous one: x4 -1-y4 is irreducible over Q and only splits after adjoining
primitive 8th roots of unity. A promising approach in this case is to consider
the Galois representations arising from certain Q-curves, that are defined
over Q(t) and are 2-isogenou8 to their Galois conjugates. The methods used
in that case are more involved and will be treated in a separate paper.
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